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Abstract
Over the last few years, Web services technologies oﬀered a new and successful way for interoper-
ability among web applications. A Web service is a software system designed in a way that other
software components and humans can discover and invoke to satisfy diﬀerent needs. The vision of
WS as a software component allows to combine several WS, providing a global value-added WS,
called composite WS.
Although there are several researches in web services composition, more eﬀort should be focused
on its personalization, particularly regarding how well the composition results correspond to what
the user really wants. Accordingly, we present in this paper an approach that may contribute to
the personalization of web services composition speciﬁcation. Our approach is a context-based
proposal that makes services composition speciﬁcation more eﬃcient by taking into account both
user context, needs, and preferences and web services context, and by integrating them to the
composition process. In addition, to permit the reuse of speciﬁcations, we enhance BPEL by
developing a speciﬁcation language based on context to be used in composition that we called
C-BPEL.
Keywords: Web services, Context, Personalization, Speciﬁcation BPEL.
1 Introduction & Motivation
The last years were subject of considerable investments in new communication
and information technologies. Some of these technological innovations proved
their relevance while becoming a real catalysts of the growth of companies.
Among these technologies, the Web services which facilitate interoperability
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between applications. A web service is an accessible application that other
applications and humans can discover and trigger to satisfy various needs. One
of the strengths of Web services (also called services in the rest of this paper)
is their capacity to be composed. Composing services rather than accessing a
single service is essential and oﬀers much better beneﬁts to users. Composition
emphasizes the complex nature of user demands and the inability of a single
Web service to achieve these demands by itself [2]. Whereas a composite
service obtained by combining available services might be used [3].
A composite service is always associated with a speciﬁcation, which de-
scribes among other things the list of component Web services that participate
in the composite service, the execution chronology of these services and the
types of dependencies between them. Speciﬁcation also needs to be reﬁned
and adapted to the features of the environment in which component Web ser-
vices are to be executed, so that a composite service can meet user needs,
according to these features and users’ preferences. The integration of users’
preferences into the speciﬁcation of a composite service has several advan-
tages [16], so that the component web services can be personalized according
to these preferences.
To permit the personalization of the component Web services, so that a
composite service can meet user needs, according to the features of the en-
vironment and user preferences, the context of the composition and execu-
tion of Web services needs to be considered. Context is the information that
characterizes the interaction between humans, applications and the surround-
ing environment [4]. For example, during composition process and before
provisioning a service for execution, it is important to assess the computing
capabilities of the resources vs. the computing requirements of this service.
In this paper, the primarily use of context is to personalize the composite
service speciﬁcation. Diﬀerent languages have been adopted for specifying web
services composition such as Business Process Execution Language (BPEL)
[1], Web services Flow language [15], Web Services Integration and Process-
ing Language (WSIPL) [7] and state chart diagrams [12]. The primary aim of
these speciﬁcation languages is to provide a high-level description of the com-
position process. However, these languages don’t allow describing the users’
environment and preferences. Indeed, the existing composition languages do
not take into account the users’ context and the services’ context that partic-
ipate in the composition.
Our focus in this paper is to present our proposal of personalizing web
service composition speciﬁcation, by the integration of context during the
composition process. To do so, we focus on the speciﬁcation language BPEL,
which deﬁnes interactions between Web services that compose business pro-
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cess. Our objective is to extend BPEL in order to be used for personalizing
composition speciﬁcation. The extended language is referred to as C-BPEL
standing for Context-based Business Process Execution Language.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 deﬁnes some
concepts such as Web services and context. Section 3 presents the capability
of reusing composition speciﬁcations and the advantage of using C-BPEL in
their personalization. The composition speciﬁcation personalization approach
is presented in section 4 by the deﬁnition of the structure of context in the
speciﬁcation language C-BPEL. Section 5 outlines the implementation and the
means by which the new speciﬁcation language use the contextual information
in the composition process to ﬁnally have a composite service that meets users’
needs. Related work is presented in section 6. Finally, we draw conclusions in
section 7.
2 Background
Web service - According to the W3C a Web service is a software system
designed to support interoperable machine-to-machine interaction over a net-
work. Web services may be seen as web-based applications that dynamically
interact with other Web applications using open standards that include XML,
UDDI and SOAP.
Context - Dey deﬁnes context as any information that is relevant to the
interactions between a user and an environment [10]. From a Web service’s
perspective, we deﬁned a context as a set of information about user’s envi-
ronement, preferences, needs in one hand, and about the current execution
status of a Web service in the other hand. The context contains information
necessary for multiple Web services to be associated with the same activity
and may be dynamically augmented by applications and services.
Specification - is a data structure associated with a composite web ser-
vice. It contains information about the composition process such as the ex-
ecution chronology of the component web services of the composite service
and the type of dependencies between them. An initial speciﬁcation is a
speciﬁcation that the designer devises for the ﬁrst time. A personalized spec-
iﬁcation is a speciﬁcation derived from an initial one or personalized after the
change of its context. The Business Process Execution Language for Web
Services (BPEL4WS or BPEL) [14] is an XML-based workﬂow deﬁnition lan-
guage, developed jointly by IBM and Microsoft, which allows businesses to
describe sophisticated business processes that can both consume and provide
Web services. This language deﬁnes the interactions between Web services
which compose a business process. Its role is to deﬁne a new Web service by
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the composition of a set of existing services. BPEL allows the execution of
several operations exposed in the form of Web services, the data that these
services share, as well as the implied partners (client and Web services). It
also contains a mechanism for exceptions handling.
3 Context in personalized web service composition spec-
iﬁcation
Context-aware computing refers to the ability of a software application to de-
tect and respond to changes in its environment [21]. In our work, the main
use of context is to identify and adjust the speciﬁcation of a composite ser-
vice according to the current features of the environment. Context in our
work [18], is of three types: user (U -context), Web service (WS-context), and
composite service (CS-context). At this stage of our research, we only focus on
(U -context) and (WS-context). A Web service can take part in multiple com-
posite services. Before it participates in a new composition, several elements
related to the Web service are checked such as availability, and resources re-
quirements. For that, a Web service needs a structure in which these elements
are stored. In our proposal, this structure is called WS-context, standing for
the context of the Web service. WS-context is referenced or propagated in
a distributed environment to provide continuity of context information be-
tween remote execution environments, and may be transported for example
inside SOAP header blocks. This may occur transparently to the client and
application services or may be part of an explicit exchange.
During a new composition, an initial composite service speciﬁcation is con-
sidered, in which are described, for instance, the execution chronology of the
component Web services and the types of dependencies between them. When
the user sends his service request, he in fact, sends his contextual information,
which is then checked with the contexts of the component Web services in
order to reﬁne the composite service speciﬁcation, to obtain a new speciﬁ-
cation after the execution of the initial speciﬁcation [17]. The new obtained
composite service speciﬁcation is known as a personalized speciﬁcation.
The aggregation of component Web services is done according to a speciﬁc
execution chronology, which represents the connection order of the services.
Thus, the new obtained composition is known as a personalized composition
when taking into account the user context referred to as U -context and the
Web services context. The new composite service can participate in other
compositions. In that case, its context is considered as a WS-context in
another composition process.
The use of evolutionary attributes in U -context and WS-context, makes
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the composite service speciﬁcation variable. Indeed, contrary to BPEL which
allows the creation of a composite service with which is associated a given
speciﬁcation, C-BPEL allows multiple execution on a speciﬁcation because
of the dynamic nature of the user and services properties (e.g. user’s pref-
erences and services availability). Indeed, each time a change is detected in
the environment of the composition, the structure of the two types of context
changes. The consequence is the modiﬁcation of the composite service speciﬁ-
cation such as execution chronology 3 , which implies the execution of existing
speciﬁcation to have a new speciﬁcation from which a composite service is
obtained. Thus, a speciﬁcation can be personalized each time U -context or
WS-context changes.
For this purpose, we distinguish in our proposal two types of context U -
context and WS-context and each type is composed of a static part and an-
other dynamic. These structures will be detailed in the next section.
As mentioned above, a composite web service is speciﬁed using multiple
languages. Once its speciﬁcation has been developed, the composite service
may be orchestrated and then executed by an engine such as BPWS4J [9].
The speciﬁcation can be analyzed using techniques such as program anal-
ysis [20] and Petri-nets [22]. In what follows, we discuss the foundations of
C-BPEL, our language for specifying composite services built and based on
context.
4 Towards the deﬁnition of C-BPEL
As known, BPEL is a speciﬁcation language which deﬁnes the interactions
between Web services that compose a business process. Its role is to deﬁne a
new Web service by the composition of a set of existing services. BPEL allows
to describe the behaviour of a business process based on interactions between
the process and its partners (client and web services). Each step in the BPEL
process is called an activity.
Since BPEL processes are mainly based on receiving users’ requests and
invoking the services that participate in the composition independently from
other activities of the process, the personalisation of the composite service
speciﬁcation is guaranteed in C-BPEL by considering U -context and WS-
context of the invoked services using the receive and invoke activities.
In Fig. 1, user needs to personalize his search for a Web service according
to his needs, his preferences and his environment. To do so, he sends a request
3 The modiﬁcation of U-context orWS-context can cause the modiﬁcation of the execution
order of the component Web services, such as the participation of new services or the
elimination of other services.
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Fig. 1. Context-based composition process
while ﬁxing some parameters.
These parameters are organized and stored to constitute the structure of
his context and will be sent to the C-BPEL process, which evaluates the user’s
request by taking into account parameters such as U -context andWS-context.
The evaluation is based on assessing some parameters of the two contexts such
as the computing capabilities of the resources vs. the computing requirements
of the services. In the case of compatibility between parameters, the two
structures of context are updated and the service is oﬀered to the user.
The C-BPEL code generated to specify the composite Web service is based
on the parameters of the two structures of context and can aﬀect the execution
chronology of the component Web services that participate in the composition.
So, the speciﬁcations written in C-BPEL can be orchestrated based on these
data. But the generation of personalized speciﬁcation using the new developed
language is outside this paper’s scope. We focus on deﬁning a set of arguments
that can be used to describe the surrounding environment of composition.
4.1 Integrating context in composition process
To keep the paper self-contained, we overview the main complex types struc-
ture in a BPEL document. Table1 represents the BPEL schema of the complex
type invoke. A complex type is composed of a sequence of elements, which
appear in BPEL according to the nature of the process, and a set of attributes
which describe the parameters of the basic activity (e.g. inputVariable).
In order to integrate the context, we particularly enhance the complex
types schema by adding:
• the attribute context, which indicates that the process must take into ac-
count the context of the composition. This element is added in the element
<extension> as follows:
<attribute name=”context” type=”NCName” use=”requiered” />
• the context of a user or a web service. It is added in the element <sequence>
as follows : <element name=”context” type=”bpws:tContext” minOccurs
=”0” maxOccurs=”1”/>
The ”context” type is decomposed in two elements: <U -context> and
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Table 1
BPEL complex types structure
<complexType name="tInvoke">
<complexContent>
<extension base="bpws:tactivity">
<sequence>
<element name="correlations" type="bpws:tCorrelationsWithPattern" minOccurs="0"
maxoccurs="1">
<element name="catch" type="bpws:tCatch" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded">
<element name="catchALL" type="bpws:tActivityorCompensateContainer" minOccurs="0">
<element name="compensationHandler" type="bpws:tCompensationHandler" minOccurs="0">
</sequence>
<attribute name="partnerLink" type="NCName" use="required" />
<attribute name="portType" type="QName" use="required" />
<attribute name="operation" type="NCName" use="required" />
<attribute name="inputVariable" type="NCName" use="optional" />
<attribute name="outputVariable" type="NCName" use=" optional " />
</extension>
</complexContent>
</complexType>
<WS-context>. Table 2 shows the structure of the new complex type.
Table 2
Structure of the new complex type
<complexType name="tContext">
<complexContent>
<extension base="bpws:tActivity">
<sequence>
<element name="u-context" type="bpws:tU-context" minoccurs="0"
maxOccurs="1" />
<element name="w-context" type="bpws:tW-context" minoccurs="0" />
</extension>
</complexContent>
</complexType>
The description of the user context is in the elements <U -context> which
is decomposed in two elements: <U -static> and <U -dynamic>. The ﬁrst
describes the personal characteristics of the user and the second describes
his dynamic characteristics. The element <WS-context> describes the Web
service context. As for the user context, <WS-context> is decomposed in
<WS-static> and <WS-dynamic>, the ﬁrst describes the static properties
of a service and the second describes its dynamic characteristics. All the
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elements that compose these two structures are detailed in what follows.
4.2 Context model
To describe the context, a set of arguments is formalized to specify the user’s
context or the Web services contexts deﬁned independently from the applica-
tion domains and which can be used in various application domains. These
arguments vary depending on the type of context. The context deﬁned in
this work is composed of two categories: static context and dynamic context.
The ﬁrst identiﬁes the permanent characteristics and the second describes the
variable attributes. In what follows, we deﬁne the main classes of arguments
that compose the user context (U -context) and the Web service context (WS-
context) as well as their deﬁnition in C-BPEL. These arguments will be used
in C-BPEL to personalize the composite service speciﬁcation.
4.2.1 User context
U-context represents the state of the user at a given time. It is expressed in
terms of proﬁle, needs and preferences. Because of the dynamic nature of U -
context, it is important to note that the user proﬁle is evolutionary, and that
any interaction can modify it. In Fig. 2, we present the structure of U -context
and detail hereafter its content.
Fig. 2. U-context structure
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Static user context
The description of the static context of a user is in the element <U -static>.
This element contains ﬁve attributes: age, gender, language, religion and race,
which appear in the C-BPEL document as follows:
Table 3
Structure of the Static user context
<u-context>
<u-static age="25" gender="Female" language="French" race="European"
religion="catholicism" />
</u-context>
Dynamic user context
The dynamic context of a user is described in the element <u-dynamic> by
six elements:
• The element <goal> represents the user needs. It is described by the at-
tribute name, which deﬁnes the objective of the user, the attribute descrip-
tion that allows to describe this objective, and the element <tasks> which
represents the set of tasks, which permits to achieve the goal.
• The element <environmental> represents the characteristics of the envi-
ronment and it is described by two attributes: time, and location which
represents respectively the time and the location of the service invocation.
• The element <device> deﬁnes the device used for the service invokation.
To do so, we deﬁne an attribute type to describe the type of the device. We
also deﬁne two elements which allow to describe the device characteristics :
<hardware> and <software>.
• The element<interests-preferences> is deﬁned by two elements: <interests>
and<preferences>. The ﬁrst deﬁnes user interests, and the second describes
his preferences. Four attributes constitute the element <preferences>: lan-
guage to indicate the languages in which the results are delivered, dataType
to indicate the types of the visualized data, u-time, and u-location to indi-
cate the time and the location in which the results are delivered.
• The element <state> deﬁnes the user state. It is decomposed in :
<cognitiveState>, <psychologicalState> and <physicalState>.
• The element <others> allows user to add additional information and prefer-
ences that can not be deﬁned in any of the dimensions described previously
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4.2.2 Web service context
WS-context deﬁnes the state of a Web service at the moment of its composi-
tion. As done with U -context, we destinguish two aspects ofWS-context that
we describe in the following.
Static Web service context
The description of the static context of a web service is in the element <WS-
static> which is described by ﬁve elements: <languages>, <cost>, <access>,
<resources>, and <quality>.
• The element <languages> deﬁnes the languages in which the service can
answer the user. The answers of a service can be in various languages. For
that, we use an element <language> to deﬁne the various languages used.
• The element <cost> represents the whole resources used to provide a ser-
vice. The cost value is deﬁned by the attribute value.
• The element <access> represents the access rights to a service. It is de-
scribed by the attribute operation which deﬁnes the types of operations
allowed for a service.
• The element <resources> deﬁnes the whole resources necessities for the ser-
vice execution. These resources are deﬁned by two elements : <hardware>
and <software>.
- <hardware> : this element described the hardware resources. Three
attributes are used to describe these resources: the attribute memory to
deﬁne the required storage capacity, the attribute speed to determine the
processor speed, and the attribute netWork to deﬁne the type of the network
used.
- <software> : three attributes are used to describe the software re-
sources: the attribute os to deﬁne the operating system on which the service
is executed, the attribute connection to determine its type of connection,
and the attribute throughput to deﬁne the rate of transfer.
• The element <quality> deﬁnes the quality of a service. In our work, we de-
ﬁne the quality by the attribute level which takes three values (low, average,
high).
Dynamic Web service context
The description of the dynamic context of a web service is in the element
<w-dynamic> which is described by two elements:
• The element <availability> allows to determine whether a service is avail-
able at the moment of the user request. For that, we use the Boolean
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attribute value.
• The element <responseTime> allows to deﬁne the response time of a service
to a user request. It contains an attribute value to indicate the value of the
response time.
5 Implementation
As a language for composing available services into a new service, the C-BPEL
processes mainly consists in receiving the user requests and then, invoking
other services while taking into account contextual information of the user
and the invoked services. In this section, we present the implentation through
an example of a composition process 4 for a tourism web service, based on the
context of the tourist.
Fig. 3. Tourism activities Process
In Fig. 2, the process models a tourist who plans to do some activities such
as sightseeing and shopping. To do so, it sends a request for the places to visit
according to its interests and preferences. This request will be treated and
then, the tourist will obtain a list of these places. Thus, the process executes in
the order the steps starting with the activity which receives information from
the tourist to determine the places to visit by checking the weather forecasts
for the coming days and by ensuring that these places are opened to the public
4 To respect the length of the paper, we only describe the process and not provide the
C-BPEL description. This latter may be sent by e-mail.
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in the days of visits. To do so, it invokes the sightseeeing Web service and the
weather Forecasts Web service (invoke activities) to choose the places to visit.
These two activities are executed in parallel (ﬂow activity). Then, the process
proposes to te tourist a transportation solution by invoking the transportation
Web service. Once this service is invoked, the outcomes of the request are
delivered to the tourist (reply activity) containing the places to visit and the
means of transportation to be used.
Context matching module
The search for a personalized web service cannot be entirely made by the
universal registry UDDI. Indeed, this registry takes into account only the
elements of the traditional documents WSDL. In order to ﬁnd as well as
possible a service which satisﬁes user’s needs, a context matching module is
used. This module is called CMM and makes possible the matching between
the service request made by the client and the proposals made by services
providers. This section highlights our work on the context matching module.
The selection of the services is based on two documents: the ﬁrst document
contains the context and the WSDL description of the service, and the second
is an XML document containing the user’s request and his context. The goal
of the CMM module is to compare this two documents to deliver to the user
a list of services which answer all or a part of personalized criteria. Once the
service is selected, the communication between service provider and service
requestor is described via the SOAP protocol.
In our work, the matching system is decomposed in three main steps:
the matching between elements, the matching between attributes and the
matching between values. The main matching function takes as parameters
the two documents. It consists in extracting the contextual information of
each service, and for this one, its own context is compared to the user request
and his context. For that, the matching function consists in a ﬁrst time,
in extracting and selecting identical elements from the two documents. The
result of this ﬁrst step is a list of the elements in adequation with the user
context and the service context.
In the second time, the selected elements are used to allow the matching
between attributes of those two identical elements. This is done by a matching
function which returns the equal attributes. The lower level function is the
matching value function. Once the matched attributes founded, we extract
their values and check their equality. The returned results are the matched
values between the user context and the service context.
The result of the matching is a set of services that answer all or a part
of the personalization criteria needed by the user. The result is an XML
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document which contains a list of the services sorted in the descendent order
of the user’s context components (this order depends on the importance level
of these components ﬁxed by the user). Then, the user can make his choice
of service knowing the personalization granularities of each proposed service.
For each service, only the context components corresponding to the request
and the two structures of context appear in the result.
6 Related Work
There are several research initiatives in the ﬁeld of Web services [21]. However,
to our knowledge, none of these initiatives have attempted integrating context
in speciﬁcation languages to personalize the services composition process. In
what follows, we discuss some of the related initiatives that have helped us in
shaping the foundations and expectations of C-BPEL.
Gervais [11] propose a methodology for composing active services speci-
ﬁcations, which aims at being applicable to various types of active networks.
This methodology for composing active services allows the composition of
speciﬁcations of existing services in order to build the speciﬁcation of a new
composite service, before coding it. Its interest thus lies in the assistance that
it provides to the designer, so that he identiﬁes the modiﬁcations in the code
that will be necessary to implement to carry out the composition.
In [6], an approach for decentralized orchestration of composite Web ser-
vices is presented, in which the various interactions between the components
are analyzed and the composite web service speciﬁcation is partitioned using
program analysis techniques. The partitions are full-ﬂedged composite web
service speciﬁcations themselves, that execute at distributed locations (prefer-
ably collocated with the web services) and can be invoked remotely. The tool
proposed also generates the Web Service Description Language (WSDL) [8]
descriptors for each of these fragments. Another work on partitioning the
workﬂow speciﬁcation is the one studied in [19]. This work consists in using
state and activity charts to enable distributed execution according to original
semantics. As discussed earlier, the BPEL language is adopted to specify the
composition. It is used in the decentralized orchestration approach and seems
to be the most suitable thanks to the value-added of the speciﬁcation parti-
tioning which permit the execution of each partition in its location according
to its context.
In [5], Cappiello proposes a model to deﬁne and manage the context
in general environments characterized by adaptivity. He divides the user’s
context in three classes: the user proﬁle to describe the properties associated
with a user. In this class, he deﬁnes a domain-dependent proﬁle such as
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preferences speciﬁc to services, and a domain-independent proﬁle such as the
social properties of the users (e.g. personal data). The second class is about
the environment in term of time and localization. The third class is about
the canal that describes the elements that characterize the interaction of the
users with the platform used to invoke services (e.g. device, network, etc).
Although there are some similarities between this model and ours with re-
garding to the concepts and arguments (except their categorization), the work
of Cappiello don’t allow to describe the context of the services that participate
to the composition process, since it only describes the users’ context.
According to [13], context models are classiﬁed into sensed, static, proﬁled
(user supplied), and derived. The U -context complies with sensed, static and
proﬁled models; for instance user’s location is sensed, personal data constitute
a part of his proﬁle and user’s interests belong to his static context. TheWS-
context complies with the sensed model; for instance the availability of the
service and the resources is sensed. Finally, The CS-context, which refers to
the context of the composite Web service, complies with the derived model as
it relies upon the WS-contexts of the component Web services to derive the
context of a composite service.
7 Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a context based approach for personalizing web
services composition. We developed a language to be used for personalizing
composition speciﬁcation by integrating context into the composition process.
This language is referred to as C-BPEL standing for Context-based Business
Process Execution Language.
The importance of having a speciﬁcation language such as C-BPEL is ex-
plained by the necessity of taking into account user needs and composition
context in general. This is done by the integration of context in the composi-
tion process. Thanks to C-BPEL, speciﬁcations of composite services become
subject to multiple modiﬁcations and personalization during context-driven
composition process. This is due to the dynamic nature of the composition
environment.
To guarantee that user preferences and his context in general are properly
handled during web services composition, a context matching module oﬀers
the opportunity of personalizing web services selection and discovery, this is by
the matching between the service request made by the user and the proposed
web services made by the providers.
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